X/CDX-10 Color Change

Kaba Mas recently introduced our DKX-10 Life Safety Devices to fulfill the FF-L-2890-B specification. In addition to assurance that the product meets the highest levels of security and safety, it is important to provide an aesthetically pleasing color combination, suitable for use in its given environment.

In order to achieve consistency across the entire X-O product line, we will be replacing the Battleship Grey color with a Matte Black finish on all X/CDX-10 products. This will be a running production change and is currently expected to take place beginning this fall.

For ease of identification, individual lock boxes as well as any overpack cartons will be marked with a black dot indicating the color change (see below). It is important that you practice efficient stock rotation during this transition. Please note that there will be no change to part number designation.

Sample of Package Markings

New X/CDX-10 Black Matte